13th Annual

DCP RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM
Virtually on Zoom

Tuesday, November 9th - 1pm to 5pm

Celebrating Student Research: Interactive Poster session (1:00pm)

Competition Jury Panel Discussion & Dean Anumba’s Presentation of Awards (2:00pm)
*Bryan Franz* *Tim Murtha* *Shabboo Valipoor* *Charlie Hailey

Future Visioning: Exploring Equity & Resilience Panel (3:00pm)
Sameh Wahba *Stewart Sarkozy* *Amy Knowles* *Michael Hess* *Jeffrey Carney
*Moderated by Azza Kamal

Wednesday, November 10th - 11am to 3pm

Welcome
*Margaret Portillo

New Voices: Expanding the DCP Academic Community (11:00am)
Six on Five Lightning Round with Maria Watson * Chaofeng Wang * Karla Salaña Ocha * Luis Meija Puig * Julie Mah * Evangalia Agapaki *

Refresh & Refill (11:45am)

Models of Multi-disciplinarity: Research Sharing & Discussion (12:00pm)
FIBER (Florida Institute for Built Environment Resilience) David Hulse * Jeffrey Carney
GeoPlan (Geo-Facilities Planning and Information Research Center) Alexis Thomas * Crystal Goodison
Powell Center for Construction and Environment: Robert Ries
Shimberg Center for Housing Studies: William O’Dell * Anne Ray
Breakout Rooms (4) with Center Directors (1:00pm)

Refresh & Refill (1:20pm)

Cross-College Research Sharing: Place-based Inquiry & Discussion (1:30 pm)
Ilir Bejleri * Nancy Clark* Kevin Thompson * Jason von Meding“